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Abstract
Objective The aim of the study was to investigate the impact of the size of the esophageal hiatus on lower esophageal
sphincter pressure (LESP) and acid reflux.
Methods Patients with gastroesophageal reflux disease who underwent Nissen fundoplication in 2006–2008 were included.
All underwent esophageal manometry and 22 had 24-h pH monitoring. The area of the esophageal hiatus was calculated
from a photograph shot during surgery. A hiatal index was calculated via division of hiatal area with body mass index
(BMI). Correlation and logistic regression analysis were performed.
Results Twenty-eight patients (average age 44, 14 males) were enrolled. The mean BMI, LESP, DeMeester score, hiatal area, and
hiatal index were 27±3.9 kg/m2, 11.7±6.6 mmHg, 43±34, 3.83±1.24 cm2, and 0.143±0.048, respectively. There was a
significant negative correlation between hiatal area, hiatal index and LESP (−0.513, p=0.005, r=−0.439, p=0.019 respectively).
Additionally there was a negative correlation between hiatal area and total LES length (r=−0.508, p=0.013) and a significant
positive correlation between hiatal area, hiatal index, and DeMeester scores (0.452, p=0.035, 0.537, p=0.01, respectively).
Height and hiatal area were significant factors in multiple linear regression.
Conclusions The size of the esophageal hiatus significantly affects LESP and acid reflux, and hiatal index is a new value,
which appears to reflect the amount of acid reflux. Total LES length is also shortened in patients with a large hiatus.
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Introduction
Existence of a hiatal hernia is one of the most important
factors in the pathophysiology of gastroesophageal reflux
disease (GERD).1 Presence of hiatal hernia with low lower
esophageal sphincter (LES) pressure and resultant esophagitis
is commonly associated with GERD.1–3
Esophageal hiatus is mainly formed by the right crus of the
diaphragm and the crural diaphragm arises from the dorsal
mesentery of the esophagus.4 It is innervated separately from
the costal part of the diaphragm and acts in harmony with the
LES. The crural diaphragm is in an oblique plane, which
results in uneven pressure distribution around the esophagus
with mainly anterior and lateral compression.4 This anatomic
association is disrupted in the presence of GERD and hiatal
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hernia, and in a study using high-resolution manometry, a
larger separation of LES and crural diaphragm was detected
during inspiration in patients with GERD which results in less
inspiratory pressure augmentation of the LES.5
The enlargement of the esophageal hiatus results in
intrathoracic migration of the abdominal esophagus and LES,
which causes induced or free reflux.3 As an initial observation,
endoscopic assessment of gastroesophageal flap valve, which
is an indirect assessment of the size of the esophageal hiatus,
showed a strong correlation with the presence of GERD.6 A
recent study that evaluated the cardia circumference by
endoscopic measurement showed a direct positive correlation
between cardia circumference and the presence and grade of
GERD and Barrett’s esophagus.7 Another study showed that
dilatation of the gastroesophageal junction or cardia is a
progressive phenomenon and results in disruption of the clasp
and sling fibers that form the LES.8
Surgical exploration during antireflux surgery allows
direct visualization of the esophageal hiatus (Fig. 1). Surgical
findings vary from a simple enlargement of the esophageal
hiatus with minimal herniation to a 4–5-cm-large hiatal
hernia and severe periesophageal fibrosis.9
Almost all of the criteria used for the diagnosis of GERD
rely on intraluminal findings. Little is known about the size
of the esophageal hiatus in GERD patients and its effects on
LES pressure and other GERD parameters. This prospective study analyzes the impact of the size of the esophageal
hiatus on LES pressure and acid reflux and discusses its
potential as a clinical evaluation criterion.
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included in the study. Routine preoperative workup
included upper gastrointestinal endoscopy, esophageal
manometry, and 24-h pH monitoring. Demographic data,
body mass index (BMI), and duration of symptoms were
also recorded. Surgical treatment was offered to the patients
with the conjoint decision of the surgeon (HFB) and
gastroenterologists (OUB, AG) following assessment of
the symptoms and preoperative findings. The ethics
committee of the Marmara University Faculty of Medicine
approved our study, and informed consent was obtained
from all patients.
Measurement of Esophageal Hiatus
Laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication was performed in all
patients through five-port incisions using 30° scope
(Fig. 2). A photograph of the esophageal hiatus was either
shot during surgery or captured from video recording of the
operation. A surgical instrument of known size was used as
a scale. The photograph was always from the right side of
the esophageal hiatus following hiatal dissection and from
the same angle to prevent any calculation bias. The
circumferential margin of the esophageal hiatus (square
centimeter) was drawn by the surgeon using a graphics
program. The depiction starts from the posterior crural
triangle, and the edges of the crural fibers were outlined
as the esophageal hiatus. The surface area was blindly
calculated by one of the authors (BE) using a graphics
program. The hiatal area was divided by BMI to
calculate an individualized value, which was named as
hiatal index.

Patients and Methods
Statistics
Patients who have undergone laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication in our department during 2006–2009 were

Pearson correlation analysis, independent samples Student’s
t test, and multiple stepwise linear regressions were
performed. Age, height, weight, hiatal area and hiatal
index, and total and abdominal LES lengths were
analyzed for their role on LES pressure and 24-h pH
scores. p < 0.05 values were considered statistically
significant. All values are expressed as arithmetic mean
and standard deviation. The data were analyzed using
SPSS (15.0) software.

Results

Figure 1 Laparoscopic view of a large esophageal hiatus in a 65-yearold female patient with significant reflux and periesophageal fibrosis.

Twenty-eight patients were included in the study. All
underwent esophageal manometry and endoscopy.
Twenty-four-hour pH monitoring was performed in 22
patients. It could not be performed in six patients due to
patient incompliance. The average age was 43.6±11.8 years
(14 males).
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difference of hiatal area (2.39 ± 0.22 vs 4.04 ± 1.05,
p<0.001) and hiatal index (0.089±0.015 vs 0.153±0.042,
p<0.001) between the two groups.
Correlations

Figure 2 Intraoperative photograph of the esophageal hiatus following dissection. The instrument used for surgical manipulation has been
used as the scale for calculation of the outlined area.

Endoscopy, Esophageal Manometry, and 24-h pH
Monitoring Findings
Twenty-five patients had endoscopic findings of different
sizes of hiatal hernia. Fifteen patients had various grades of
esophagitis; six patients had antral gastritis or pangastritis.
Mean LES pressure was 11.7±6.6 mmHg. LES pressure
was less than 10 mmHg in 16 patients and less than
7 mmHg in seven patients. Average DeMeester score was
43.3±33.8 (9.5–111.4). Five patients had scores over 85.
Average total and abdominal LES lengths were 2.87±
0.83 cm (1.5–4.5) and 2±0.98 cm (0–3.5).
Hiatal Area and Hiatal Index
Average hiatal area was 3.83±1.24 cm2 (1.94–6.91), and
average BMI was 27.2±3.9 kg/m2 (20.6–35.9). BMI was
over 30 in six patients. Average hiatal index was 0.143±
0.048.
Effects of Hiatal Area and Hiatal Index on LESP
and 24-h pH Scores

The correlations are listed in Table 1. There was a
significant negative relationship between hiatal area and
LES pressure (r=−0.513, p=0.005; Fig. 3). This relationship was still significant with hiatal index (r=−0.439,
p=0.019; Fig. 4).
There was no correlation between the duration of
symptoms and LES pressure (r=−0.339, p=0.26). There
was also a significant positive correlation between hiatal
area and 24-h pH monitoring scores (r=0.452, p=0.035;
Fig. 5). This relationship was even more significant with
hiatal index (r=0.537, p=0.01; Fig. 6).
LES pressures and 24-h pH monitoring scores did not have
any correlation (r=−0.317, p=0.15). There was no correlation between BMI and hiatal area and hiatal index (r=0.083,
p=0.68; r=−0.323, p=0.09, respectively). There was also a
significant negative correlation between total LES length and
hiatal area (r=−0.508, p=0.013) and hiatal index (r=−0.435,
p=0.038), and as expected, there was also a very strong
positive correlation between LES pressure and total LES
length (r=0.649, p=0.001).
Multiple Linear Regression Analysis
Among LES pressure, 24-h pH scores, age, hiatal area,
hiatal index, weight, height, and total LES length, only
height was found to be a significant determinant of 24-h pH
scores (p=0.002), and its overall contribution to the pH
scores was found to be 37% (adjusted R square value 0.37).
In both models, hiatal area was the only factor that had a
significant impact on LES pressure (p=0.008) and contributed an overall 27% to LES pressure (adjusted R square
value 0.27). However, when total LES length was added to
Table 1 Results of Pearson Correlation Analysis
Criteria

In our study group, we had a group of patients with normal LES
pressure (n=7) and normal pH values (n=4). These patients
were operated on mainly due to the clinical symptomatology.
Patients with normal LES pressures (n=7) were compared
with the remaining patients (n=21), and there was a
significant difference of hiatal index (0.114±0.026 vs
0.152±0.05, p=0.04). The difference of hiatal area was very
close to significance (2.87±0.51 vs 4.15±1.26, p=0.07).
This difference was more profound when patients with
abnormal pH values (n=18) were compared with patients
with normal pH scores (n = 4). We found significant

Age
Weight
Height
Body mass index
Hiatal area
Hiatal index
LES length

Correlation coefficient (r)

Significance (p)

LESP

pH score

LESP

pH score

−0.181
−0.330
−0.250
−0.172
−0.513
−0.439
0.649

0.037
0.258
0.630
−0.233
0.452
0.537
−0.107

0.36
0.09
0.20
0.38
0.005
0.02
0.001

0.87
0.25
0.002
0.30
0.035
0.01
0.66

LES lower esophageal sphincter
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Figure 3 The scatter plot of hiatal area and lower esophageal
sphincter (LES) pressure showing a very significant negative correlation (r=−0.513, p=0.005).

Figure 5 The scatter plot of hiatal area and 24-h pH scores showing a
significant positive correlation (r=0.452, p=0.035).

the model, hiatal area and total LES length both became
significant factors affecting LES pressure (p=0.04, p=0.02
respectively).

The pathophysiology of GERD is very complex and the
extent of contribution of different anatomic structures is
unknown. However, most of the recent data show that the
anatomic configuration of the esophageal hiatus of the
diaphragm has a critical role in the pathophysiology of
GERD.1,3,10–12

Three major mechanisms, namely transient LES relaxations, strain-induced reflux in the setting of low or normal
LES pressure, and free reflux during periods of low LES
pressure or deglutitive relaxation, have been described in
the pathophysiology of reflux.11 The latter two mechanisms
are frequent in patients with hiatus hernia.3 It has been
shown that small increases in intra-abdominal pressure
easily overcome the low resting LES pressure leading to
reflux in patients with hiatal hernia.10,11 Additionally, the
esophagogastric junction opens wider in these patients
leading to increased refluxate volume.3 This has been
clinically confirmed where more reflux occurred in patients
with hiatal hernia, compared with GERD patients without

Figure 4 The scatter plot of hiatal index and lower esophageal sphincter
(LES) pressure showing a significant negative correlation (r=−0.439, p=
0.019).

Figure 6 The scatter plot of hiatal index and 24-h pH scores showing
a very significant positive correlation (r=0.537, p=0.01).

Discussion
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hiatal hernia and normal subjects.11 The lack of crural
support for the LES leads to reflux in any occasion with
low LES pressure or swallow-induced relaxation. In
patients with hiatal hernia during straining, gastric
distention, deep inspiration, and swallow-induced LES
relaxation, LES malfunctions lead to more severe reflux
than other GERD patients.3,12,13 It has been observed that
increased refluxate volume leads to erosive esophagitis
and different grades of Barrett’s esophagus.2,14,15,16 Hiatal
hernia is also associated with shortened total and abdominal
LES length, and presence of a hiatal hernia and a defective
LES are important predictors of abnormal esophageal acid
exposure.17
Our results also show that a large esophageal hiatus
leads to diminished LES pressure, acid reflux, and a
shortened total LES length. Also, a low LES pressure and
decreased esophageal motility are usually associated with a
large esophageal hiatus. In our study, we had five patients
with a low LES pressure (<10 mmHg) and decreased
esophageal motility. In those patients, the average hiatal
area was 5.1 cm2 and HI was 0.189. These values were
significantly higher than other patients in the study
(p=0.02, both) indicating a more severe GERD.
During expiration, the hiatus narrows and double
pressure peak can be observed with manometry.1,18 Even
though LES pressure may be within normal values during
manometry, any change in intra-abdominal pressure during
daily activities can induce reflux when there is no crural
support.1,19
In our study, the height of the patient had a strong
correlation with pH score, and it was also found to be
important in linear regression analysis. This finding may be
coincidental, as we did not find the same relationship with
weight or BMI. In patients with a 24-h pH scores over 80
(five patients on the top of Figs. 5 and 6), the only
significant difference with the remaining patients was
height (1.79±0.1 m vs 1.66±0.09 m, p=0.01). We believe
that this may be due to the changes in the anatomic
configuration of the diaphragm in tall patients leading to
easier and more frequent increases in intra-abdominal
pressure.
Anatomic investigations of the esophageal hiatus
showed that the diaphragmatic crura of the neonates are
hypertrophied, and in adults, the crura become thinner and
smaller.20 During this transition, factors (straining, weight
lifting, pregnancy), which increase intra-abdominal pressure in a thin and tall patient, may lead to permanent hiatal
enlargement. Also, recent research showed that during
normal inspiration, the hiatus enlarges; however, with deep
inspiration, it narrows.10 In the situation of a large hiatus
with thin crura, this diaphragmatic support is lacking.
We do not have adequate information about the size of
esophageal hiatus in normal people and GERD patients. In
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a study focusing on gastroesophageal junction anatomy and
its clinical consequences, a detailed intraoperative measurement of extraluminal cardia perimeter was performed. The
average cardia perimeter was 6.3 cm in control subjects,
8.9 cm in GERD patients, and 13.8 cm in patients with
Barrett’s esophagus.8 Similar findings were observed with
endoscopic assessment of the circumference of the cardia,
where the length of the circumference showed a direct
correlation with esophagitis and Barrett’s esophagus.7
Granderath et al. performed several studies to tailor the
hiatal closure according to the size of the esophageal hiatus
in order to improve postoperative dysphagia.21,22 In their
study of 55 patients, mean size of the esophageal hiatus was
5.09 cm2.21 They recommended reinforced hiatal closure in
patients with hiatal sizes more than 5 cm2. Intraoperative
measurement of the esophageal hiatus was also recommended by Reardon for the same purpose.23 Currently, a study
is underway which aims to calibrate the esophageal hiatus
with an inflatable silicon balloon pre- and postcrural repair
to prevent postoperative dysphagia and long-term intrathoracic migration.24 The expected diameter of an esophageal
hiatus postcrural repair is 18–20 mm in these studies, which
results in an estimated hiatal surface area of 2.5–3 cm2.23,24
In our study, BMI had no correlation with hiatal area and
hiatal index, which are unexpected findings. This is may be
due to our patient group who had patients with relatively
normal BMIs and severe GERD. From these findings, we
think that it should be very important to have 5-cm2 hiatus
in a patient with a BMI of 20. In our patients with a BMI≤
25, five patients had hiatal areas ≥3.83 cm2 (cohort
average) and six patients had HIs≥0.143 (cohort average).
In these patients, average DeMeester score was 82 (36–
111), and all had esophagitis despite being on proton pump
inhibitors. Thus, in thin patients, reflux is more severe in
the setting of a large hiatus, probably due to the low
pressure threshold to overcome the resting LES pressure in
a small abdomen.
Our study evaluated the intraoperative hiatus size;
however, with current radiologic methods, the esophageal
hiatus can be reconstructed using computerized tomography
or magnetic resonance imaging. We may be able to have
inspiratory and expiratory size measurements with these
radiologic methods. When the hiatal area is corrected with
BMI, a specific individualized value is obtained, and the
role of this new value is still to be investigated in further
studies.
An objective preoperative assessment of the size of the
esophageal hiatus can help us stratify patients to appropriate treatment options, rather than recommending fundoplication for all patients with GERD. Current surgical
principles of antireflux surgery include repair of the hernia,
reduction of the esophageal hiatus to a normal size, division
of short gastric vessels, and formation of a total or partial
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fundoplication.25 But there is a subgroup of patients who
have normal LES pressures despite hiatal enlargement. We
had five patients with pathologic pH scores and LES
pressures >15 mmHg. Average hiatal area and hiatal index
in these patients were 3.13 cm2 and 0.127, respectively,
which are both lower than our cohort averages. In these
patients, do we really need to add a fundoplication to hiatal
repair or can we use endoscopic antireflux methods or
techniques that will lead to crural hypertrophy? This issue
was studied by a group in Germany on the basis of
preventing postoperative unwanted side effects (lifelong
inability to vomit, gas bloating) of conventional antireflux
surgery, and two prospective trials were carried out.26,27
They applied reinforced hiatal closure without fundoplication in the management of gastroesophageal reflux and both
of the studies showed improvement at 3 months postoperatively. But long-term results are lacking.
Our study is limited by two-dimensional image measurements. We tried to overcome this by taking the photograph
from the same angle. Another limitation was abdominal
CO2 insufflation, which obscures the respiratory changes in
the hiatal area during expiration and inspiration.
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13.

Conclusion
14.

This is one of the first studies to show a direct correlation
between the surgically measured size of the esophageal
hiatus and the acid reflux, LES pressure, and total LES
length. The size of the esophageal hiatus significantly
affects LES pressure and acid reflux. Hiatal area is
especially important with its significant contribution to an
effective LES mechanism. When hiatal area is divided by
BMI, it gives a new value, which appears to reflect the
amount of acid reflux and may have a role in the
preoperative assessment and decision making.
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